
MOBILE CRUSHER PLANT GENERAL 01

The feed chute 500 x 700mm
Rotor: 1100 x 1000 mm
The Crushers are 2 special containers that allows the refining.
Engine power 160 kW thanks to special tuning blocks of primary, 
secondary functions collected in a single machine.
Up to 50 times it is unique with high reduction ratios.Up to 50 times it is unique with high reduction ratios.
* Main Conveyor Belt System is 800 mm rubber conveyor belt.
* Vibrating Screen System High Capacity Type
Size: 1400 x 4000mm
Engine power 11 kW Floors: 3 Floor
* Under Screen Stock Conveyor 800 mm Folding type
* Stock Conveyor 2 piece 500 mm Folding type
* Return system are provided with 2 piece 500 mm conveyor belts* Return system are provided with 2 piece 500 mm conveyor belts

* Mobile System Chassis 3-Axis scissor mobile carrier system.
* The hydraulic system has 6 hydraulic foot mechanism.
* After locked this foots, its strengthened with 6 fixed foot.
There are two lifting piston on the crusher for on and off. 
This two piston is controlled by a special remote control system. 
There are also 2-piston determines the pendulum adjustment and product size. 
WWith special arms product size can be determined.
Hydraulic Power System 60 liter
Magnetic Conveyor Belt 600 mm (Optional)
* Clipboard MAterial is Siemens Branded
* Clipboard system has a Abb Soft Starter Systemand a special control system
*  Breaker control can be performed with Remote Control (Cable control system).
 The amperage of the system can be checked myself maintenance.
Generator System is optional. Iin the world most preferred generator brands will be used if desired.Generator System is optional. Iin the world most preferred generator brands will be used if desired.
The capacity is 120-180 ton and it is variable according to crushing material, feeding and final product size.
Dedusting System, for to suppress the dust in conveyors, 
high-pressure water is spray nozzles and dust is blocked.

Feeders vibrators are Emtaş, Italvibras, Oli brand.
Main Belt pulley are rubberized and gear type.
Electric motors are Gamak, Emtaş and Abana brands.
* Reducers are special reducers with 3 indirect.* Reducers are special reducers with 3 indirect.
* Bearings: Ereğli Iron Steel product with A1 quality.
* By-pass system (optional)
* Magnetic magnet (optional)
* Generator System (Optional)
* Dedusting System (Optional)
* Frequency Control System is used instead Soft starter. (Optional)
* General 01 Closet Mobile Stone Crushing Plant support work with generato* General 01 Closet Mobile Stone Crushing Plant support work with generator. 
Fuel consumption 19-21 liters / hour.
** All of our products are CE certified European Union.
** Total weight: 38,000 kg
** Transport Dimensions: Length 15,000 mm * Width 3,800 mm * Height 4,500 mm


